Effectiveness of a gamified digital intervention based on lifestyle modification (iGAME) in secondary prevention: a protocol for a randomised controlled trial
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Combating physical inactivity and reducing sitting time are one of the principal challenges proposed by public health systems. Gamification has been seen as an innovative, functional and motivating strategy to encourage patients to increase their physical activity (PA) and reduce sedentary lifestyles through behaviour change techniques (BCT). However, the effectiveness of these interventions is not usually studied before their use. The main objective of this study will be to analyse the effectiveness of a gamified mobile application (iGAME) developed in the context of promoting PA and reducing sitting time with the BCT approach, as an intervention of secondary prevention in sedentary patients.

Methods and analysis A randomised clinical trial will be conducted among sedentary patients with one of these conditions: non-specific low back pain, cancer survivors and mild depression. The experimental group will receive a 12-week intervention based on a gamified mobile health application using BCT to promote PA and reduce sedentariam. Participants in the control group will be educated about the benefits of PA. The International Physical Activity Questionnaire as a primary outcome. International Sedentary Assessment Questionnaire will be considered the secondary outcome. Specific questionnaires will be administered depending on the clinical population. Outcomes will be assessed at baseline, at 6 weeks, at the end of the intervention (12 weeks), at 26 weeks and at 52 weeks.

Ethics and dissemination The study has been approved by the Portal de Ética de la Investigación Biomédica de Andalucía Ethics Committee (RCT-iGAME 24092020). All participants will be informed about the purpose and content of the study and written informed consent will be completed. The results of this study will be published in a peer-reviewed journal and disseminated electronically and in print.

Trial registration number NCT04019119

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ This study protocol has been reported according to the ‘Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials declaration’.
⇒ Gamification systems based on graphs, rewards, points and social support were included in the application to motivate the change to an active lifestyle.
⇒ The inclusion of behaviour change techniques and factors influencing sedentary behaviour is a differentiating aspect with respect to other gamified interventions.
⇒ The lack of objective measures in the primary outcome have been controlled including the International Physical Activity Questionnaire as a validated and widely used tool in research and clinical settings.
⇒ Several assessment points with follow-up to check the use of the intervention after the main stage of the study.

BACKGROUND

In the period between 2010 and 2019, the rate of disability-adjusted life years increased in those under 50 years of age compared with the period 1990–2019 globally.1 The main contributors to this growth are non-communicable diseases (NCDs), and major drivers within this category include musculoskeletal disorders, mental disorders and cancer.2 Non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) is a musculoskeletal disorder and the most common disability in many countries where the lifetime prevalence is approximately between 60% and 70% in developed countries and the prevalence during the year is estimated between 15% and 45%.3,4 Depression is a mental disorder that causes...
premature mortality and disability around the world and is strong correlated to a poor physical activity (PA) level.5,6 Finally, breast cancer leads the top of the diagnosed type of cancer in the female gender and the survivors have to struggle with a significant morbidity after the overcome of the cancer.7 Due to the sequelae of the disease and the cardiotoxicity of the treatment, these patients tend to inactivity and sarcopenia, which is a risk factor for recurrence.8 A large part of the risk factors associated with these pathologies are modifiable and are related to self-care habits such as the consumption of tobacco, alcohol, physical inactivity or poor nutrition.9 Addressable risk factors for NCDs include physical inactivity and sedentary lifestyles.10 Physical inactivity is considered one of the prime causes of most chronic diseases.11 27.5% of adults from around the world do not meet PA recommendations and are therefore considered physically inactive.11–15 This tendency towards physical inactivity leads to consequences that reduce functional systems capacities, leading to premature deterioration of general health status.11 12 16 17 Sedentary behaviours are generally defined as ‘any waking attitude characterised by energy expenditure equal to or less than 1.5 Metabolic Equivalents of Tasks (METs) while sitting or lying down’.14 15 MET corresponds to a metabolic unit which quantifies oxygen consumption during a given activity. For instance, 1 MET corresponds to the resting metabolic rate, such as sitting quietly in a chair, which is approximately 3.5 mL O2/kg/min.16 The amount of energy consumed in other activities can be quantified in comparison with this value. Thus, an activity associated with 2 METs would require twice the energy consumed at rest.

While sedentary time is strongly associated with an increased risk of developing NCDs.15 19 PA has been seen as a fundamental weapon of application for primary prevention against at least 35 chronic conditions.11 Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) defines PA as ‘any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscle contraction that raises energy expenditure above a reference level’.20 Several organisations have published their Physical Activity Guidelines providing information and guidance on the types and amounts of PA that provide substantial health benefits.21–23 The WHO recommends that adults engage in 150–300 min of moderate-intensity PA, 75–150 min of vigorous-intensity PA, or some equivalent blend of moderate-intensity and vigorous-intensity aerobic PA, per week.24 Moderate-intensity refers to PA performed between 3 and 5.9 METs, while vigorous-intensity PA is performed at ≥6 METs.23 24 For practical purposes, it is considered that all activities ≥3MET can increase METs capacity and decrease the risk of future cardiac events.24 A large body of evidence has been found on the benefits of PA and exercise in heterogeneous clinical populations, significantly improving function, physical and mental health, pain reduction and disability with increased activity.24 25 Nevertheless, independently of this promotion of PA, it is necessary to also focus on breaking sedentary behaviour. Reducing sitting time and promoting active movement has been shown to reduce pain and disability in low back pain, improve anxiety, mental health, fatigue and cognitive function during the workday, and reduce risk factors of cardiovascular.26–30

Promoting PA and reducing sitting time in populations with NCDs is challenging for clinicians. As in other health contexts, the main challenges are associated with motivation and treatment adherence.23 31 32 Thus, self-management strategies and behaviour change techniques (BCTs) are vital to managing chronic and NCDs.33 BCTs are described as irreducible, observable and replicable elements of an intervention designed to redirect behaviour.34 A recent meta-analysis from 202130 reported positive results on the effectiveness of multiple eHealth-based health behaviour change interventions to encourage PA in NCD patients. Likewise, in recent years, gamification has made its way among the tools for applying BCTs.35 In gamification, game design elements are applied in non-game contexts to take advantage of its beneficial effects for purposes other than entertainment. Among other possible components, it has been suggested that these platforms for gamified intervention should include essential elements of a game such as points, badges, leaderboards, performance graphs, meaningful stories, avatars and teammates.35 The effects of gamification promoting PA in several population against other interventions have been proved and should be integrated in more healthcare interventions.36 In addition, it is potentially relevant to health behaviour change because it includes intrinsic motivation, broad appeal, broad applicability, cost-benefit efficiency, life adjustment and well-being support.35

Besides to the benefits of other e-health options, the use of smartphones can be an added value due to their ease of access, and they represent a great opportunity to incorporate gamification into people’s routines. There are 6.6 billion smartphone users globally in 2022, and this figure is expected to grow in the coming years.37 Smartphone games have been shown to be effective in providing a potentially cost-effective platform for gamification and health promotion, achieving a significant impact on public health.38 39 Therefore, using gamification in mobile applications can be an exciting way to improve adherence and empower patients towards healthier lifestyle habits. In this context, thousands of health apps (many of them including gamification) are available in the market.39 For these tools to be recommended by clinicians to their patients, previous studies should be carried out to prove that they work correctly, achieve their purpose and do not cause harm.40–42 However, the much slower pace of academic research compared with commercial gamified tools development means that this usually does not happen.39 43 Developing new gamification tools whose effectiveness is endorsed by a quality clinical trial in the target population is necessary. This study proposes using an intervention through a mobile application for the promotion of PA and the reduction of
sedentary behaviour, using BCTs, as part of a randomised clinical trial.

Thus, the aim of the project is to analyse the clinical effectiveness of a gamified mHealth application (iGAME) developed in the context of lifestyle modification and a BCT approach, through a randomised clinical trial which includes sedentary participants with three clinical subtypes of NCDs where lifestyle modification is the centre of its best practice: (1) people with NSLBP; (2) breast cancer survivors (BCS); (3) people with mild depression (MD). The initial hypothesis is that after 12 weeks of participation in the original iGAME mobile application, the participants of the three intervention subgroups will increase the amount and distribution of energy consumption and reduce the sedentary behaviour.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Trial design

It is presented a single-blind, parallel, randomised controlled trial protocol that it will be conducted in sedentary patients with NSLBP of a mechanical and degenerative nature, BCS and patients with MD. This study is expected to start during the year 2023. This project has been approved by the Portal de Ética de la Investigación Biomédica de Andalucía Ethics Committee (RCT-iGAME 24092020). The Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials declaration was followed during the elaboration of this protocol. According to ensure transparent and standardised reporting of the trial, the study will be in accordance with the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile Health Applications and OnLine TeleHealth and the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Before the inclusion, all the participants will be informed about the purpose and methodology of the study using a written informed consent that must be signed (online supplemental file 1).

Patient and public involvement

It will be necessary for the involvement of the path group they will be assignees to perform the study. During the early stages, different insights were received from patients about their conditions and use of the smartphone, which helped in the elaboration of this protocol.

Participants will be always reminded that they can choose not to do some suggested tasks or even withdraw from the research without any consequence to them. They are also reminded that their participation in the study is completely voluntary. Additionally, participants will be able to tell a friend and family member about the application and invite them to use it to help do activities together and increase the social factor. Plus, they will know their specialist will be able to see their scores for follow-up.

After the publication of the study, the participants will receive an inform with their results through an email and the researcher will prepare a study newsletter with the main outputs for a non-specialist audience.

Participants

Recruitment details

Patients will be recruited from the Spanish Health System in the Malaga Health Section, specifically from the Hospital Regional de Málaga (Hospital Civil) of Malaga, Spain.

The study population will consist of 48 subjects, composed of sedentary subjects from three types of clinical subpopulations (secondary prevention): NSLBP, BCS and MD. The recruiters will be two medical specialists from each medical field who will identify potential subjects according to the selection criteria.

Eligibility criteria

General and specific eligibility criteria according to the condition will be established.

General inclusion criteria

1. Age between 18 and 65 years.
2. Sedentary behaviour self-recognised by the subject using the International Sedentary Assessment Tool (ISAT): sitting or lying activities related to values <1.5 METs held for more than >4 hours per day.
3. Contemplation stage in the Prochaska Stages of Change model in order to express the intention to reduce sedentary behaviours.

General exclusion criteria

1. Severe mental disorders.
2. Severe diseases that limit the physical capacity.
3. More than 7 points in the TECH scale for technophobia or fear of new technologies.
4. Declared difficulty in attending for required measurements/focus groups.

Specific eligibility criteria for NSLBP

Inclusion criteria

NSLBP with symptoms of a mechanical or degenerative nature using Waddell’s classification for acute and chronic presentations.

Exclusion criteria

LBP due to specific spinal disease, infection, presence of a tumour, osteoporosis, fracture, structural deformity, inflammatory disorder, radicular symptoms or cauda equina syndrome.

Specific eligibility criteria for BCS

Inclusion criteria

Women with a clinical history of diagnosis of primary breast cancer, having completed surgical, radiotherapy or chemotherapy treatment with no evidence of recurrence, presence of tumour or metastatic disease at the time of recruitment.

Exclusion criteria

Cardiovascular event defined as stable or unstable angina, acute pulmonary oedema, cardiac rhythm disorders
or syncope of unrelated aetiology in the year prior to inclusion.

**Specific eligibility criteria for MD**

**Inclusion criteria**

Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) score between 5 and 9 points.52

**Exclusion criteria**

Other severe mental disorders identified by the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview.53

**Concealed allocation**

Participants will be assigned randomly to one of the two groups using an external software after the compliance of selection criteria. The experimental and control group will be available for each subtype of participants (NSLBP, BCS and MD) and participants will not know which group they will be assigned at this moment.

It will be used sealed opaque envelopes methods to conceal the allocation. An external assistant outside of the study will prepare sealed and numbered consecutively opaque envelopes. A randomiser software will create a number list to assign each envelope. These envelopes will be locked in a folder only accessible to the external assistant.

**Interventions**

**Experimental group**

Participants will receive a 4-week trial intervention based on gamification using built-in BCTs to promote PA and reduce sedentary behaviour. The intervention will be carried out using a new mobile application (iGAME) that proposes to perform daily tasks to increase PA and reduce sedentary behaviour. The application is a Progressive Web App that can be used in any smartphone and developers can update continuously. These proposals are based on a system of challenges and rewards. Through gamification, the application builds a series of individualised pathways to feedback and challenge based on their individual actions. According to the participant’s individual level of PA at baseline, as measured with the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ),54 they will be classified into one of nine levels. These levels denote the type and minimum number of activities, along with the METs per week target provided as part of iGAME to the participant. On successful completion of those goals and targets, participants progress to the next level.

Regarding behaviour changes, several modification strategies proposed in the taxonomy of Michie et al and the most used techniques in digital health are applied, including but not limited to the establishment of personified goals, feedback and monitoring, social support and education. Figure 1 shows the active components that the app will have in order to implement BCT. These strategies have been included in several gamified features: graphs about the total weekly METs and comparisons between other weeks, an achievements system to reward specific performed goals with medals and a point system based in coins to spend in the app shop to get new personification items for the profile. In addition, the application has been specifically designed to act on two important components: social support and sedentary factors. Social support can be useful by enabling the user to perform activities with other individuals, including patients, relatives or health professionals and share their achievements as been adapted to Spin an internal network or commonly used social networks. These actions will give more points and feedback to produce more motivation. On the other hand, the format and content of the application is based on a previous analysis that proposes six clusters that factors influencing sedentary behaviour. The physical health activity considering social context and home or natural environments, psychology and free-cost activities were taken into account to propose the application tasks. The development of the application is being carried out by the European Consortium ‘iGAME’, financed by the European Programme Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions RISE H2020. The open source of this application will be published together with the completed study. Examples of the application design of the first prototype is available in online supplemental file 2.

**Control group**

The control group will receive the usual indications about the harms of a sedentary lifestyle and the benefits of PA, not receiving any specific intervention. If the use of the experimental intervention proves to be more beneficial
Secondary outcome measures
The ISAT\(^{57}\) aims to establish an instrument for the assessment of sedentary behaviour (in all its forms: sitting, lying, etc.). The ISAT constitutes, together with the IPAQ, an alternative way to the use of accelerometers for the calculation of energy consumption. The ISAT\(^{57}\) aims to establish an instrument for the assessment of sedentary behaviour (in all its forms: sitting, lying, etc.). The ISAT constitutes, together with the IPAQ, an alternative way to the use of accelerometers for the calculation of energy consumption.

The 5-dimension EuroQol scale (EQ-5D)\(^{58}\) was created with the intention of obtaining a health index that related the quantity and quality of life, while serving as an instrument to measure the effectiveness in the economic evaluation of health technologies. The scale includes the five dimensions considered most relevant to health-related quality of life: mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression; with three levels of gravity in each dimension.

The MEDRISK Instrument\(^ {59}\) is a tool designed to assess patient satisfaction with physical therapy care through intrinsic and extrinsic factors.

The consumption of Health System resources will be quantified through the DIRAYA Health Information Recording System, software used by the Andalusian Health System. The consumption of drugs or healthcare will be assessed, among other data that may be of interest in quantifying the expenditure of resources.

Specific questionnaires for the breast cancer subgroup
The Piper Fatigue Scale\(^ {60}\) is a tool designed to assess cancer-related fatigue in BCS. This scale has been validated in Spanish.\(^ {61}\)

The Fear-Avoidance Components Scale\(^ {62}\) is a widely used method for quantifying existing fear-avoidance components in patients with pain-related medical conditions. This scale has been validated in Spanish in BCS.\(^ {63}\)

Specific questionnaires for the subgroup of non-specific mechanical low back pain
The Roland-Morris Questionnaire or Rolland-Morris Questionnaire\(^ {64}\) was designed to provide reliably evaluation of the degree of NSLBP-related physical disability, understanding physical disability as the limitation in carrying out activities of daily living. This questionnaire has been validated in Spanish.\(^ {65}\)

The Spine Functional Index\(^ {66}\) was designed to evaluate the spine’s functionality as a whole, unlike previous general items) versions are available for use by phone or self-administered methods. The purpose of the questionnaire is to establish an instrument for the comparison of common and internationally comparable data on a person’s health-related PA. To do this, questions related to PA performed in the previous 7 days are completed. The IPAQ constitutes an alternative way to the use of accelerometers for the calculation of energy consumption.

Outcome measures
Both groups will be evaluated at the beginning, in the middle of the intervention (6 weeks), at the end of the intervention (12 weeks) and after intervention in two follow-ups: 26 weeks and 52 weeks. The development of the evaluations, as well as the control and resolution of possible events that may occur, will be under the supervision of the researcher. Participants must complete different questionnaires that will be completed at each of the measurement times. Anthropometric and demographic variables will be collected for descriptive analysis, only in the first evaluation, including age, gender, weight, height and body mass index.

Primary outcome measures
The analysis of psychometric variables offers the possibility of performing a self-reported evaluation with questionnaires that are sensitive to changes. The analysis of the volume of PA evaluated by the IPAQ\(^ {34}\) will be considered the primary outcome variable. The main outcome will explore intergroup differences between the experimental and control group in the different timepoints and the intragroup follow-up to check if the behaviour change has been kept after the application use in three follow-up timepoints.

The IPAQ integrates a set of four sections. Long (five separately requested activity domains) and short (four
indices designed for specific segments such as the neck or other spinal segments. This index has been validated in Spanish.67

Specific questionnaires for the sample of the MD subgroup in primary care
The Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview consists of a brief structured diagnostic interview designed to generate Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) and International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) diagnoses.53 This tool has been adapted to Spanish.68

The PHQ-9 questionnaire is one of the most used instruments to assess the presence and severity of depressive symptoms.69 The participants describe their state of mind according the last 2 weeks before the evaluation. The ranges from 0 to 3 indicate ‘none’, ‘several days’, ‘more than half of the days’ and ‘almost every day’, respectively. The total scores vary from 0 to 27. There exists a validated version in Spanish.52 This version has been shown to have good psychometric properties (for diagnosing any disorder, k=0.74; overall accuracy, 88%; sensitivity, 87%; specificity, 88%).

Other measures
Not per protocol treatments
At the beginning of the intervention, participants will be informed of the importance of carrying out the project according to the established methodology and researchers will try to motivate the patients to continue with the assigned intervention. They will be asked to record any deviation from the protocol in a diary.

Data management
The score of the primary and secondary outcomes will be registered and safe in database files in a flash drive with password. The members of the study only can know the password to access the cyphered data. The mean differences from both groups will be estimated using Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyse the normal distribution of the data (p<0.05). Depending on the parametric test, the Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the scores between the two groups at each assessment timepoint. Repeated measures of analysis of variance will be applied to analyse the intervention on the different evaluation timepoints with a Group by Time interaction.

In addition, a control subanalysis will be performed to check the overestimation of the IPAQ for the calculation of the PA. A criterion validity test will be conducted to compare IPAQ and the Lis2DH12 inertial sensor with accelerometers as objective gold standard.71 72 One experimen- tal group will be chosen randomly, and they will receive the inertial sensor during the 4-week intervention. The statistical analysis will be carried out using SPSS V.25.0 software.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
Research ethics approval
This proposal entails conducting studies in humans. The Portal de Ética de la Investigación Biomédica de Andalucía Ethics Committee gave the approval to this research protocol (RCT-iGAME 24092020). The rights of confidentiality, integrity and intimacy of the participants will be guaranteed, as well as their freedom to participate or not in the study, for which it will be necessary that they previously give their express and written consent once they have received the appropriate information. In addition, the recommendations of the Declaration of Helsinki will be followed.

All participants will be previously informed of the objectives of the research, as well as its voluntary, anonymous and confidential nature. They will be provided with written informed consent, which was previously approved by the Ethics Committee. The informed consent will be signed by the participant and the researcher. Informed consent will provide the opportunity to make a conscious
and deliberate decision whether to participate in the study. Informed consent document is available in its original language (Spanish) as online supplemental file 1 (SF1). Participants will be informed that participation will be voluntary and that they may withdraw from it at any time.

Safety considerations
The research will be carried out in accordance with the precautionary principle to prevent and avoid risks to life and health. In any case, the coverage of the possible risks derived from the study will be guaranteed. Furthermore, any unexpected adverse effect during the intervention and the follow-up will be reported to the Ethics Committee by the participants and researchers. The researcher team will give an appropriate treatment for the adverse effect if it appears.

Protocol amendments
Any significant changes in the protocol will be mentioned in the following publications.

Confidentiality
To ensure accurate, complete and reliable data, all study-related information will be securely stored at the study site. All participant information will be stored in locked file cabinets in areas with limited access. A coded identification number will identify the reports, data collection, process and administrative forms to maintain participant confidentiality.

Dissemination
The main results of this study will be published as a scientific paper in an international journal about e-health or digital interventions in clinical populations. Other specific results will be disseminated in international congresses as lectures or communications.

DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES
This protocol shows the methodology of a randomised controlled trial designed to assess the clinical effectiveness of a gamified mobile application developed in the context of lifestyle modification and a BCT approach in people with NSLBP, BCS and people with MD.

This study will provide clinicians with directly applicable evidence about strategies to promote PA and break sedentary behaviour framed in a change in lifestyle, promoted through mobile gamification and BCTs. Unfortunately, the current programmes against sedentarism in these population groups have little importance in the system and the patient is became the most responsible without any strong support during this process of change. Thus, if the effectiveness are demonstrated, this application can be widely used as a health instrument in these populations. Likewise, it should be studied other comparisons for further generalisation in other populations.
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